
THE STANDARD FEATURES OF THE 1170

•Foldable massage or examination table

•Weight: 17.5kg

•Dimensions: suitcase open: 180 x 56 x 75cm - suitcase closed: 

14 x 56 x 90cm

•Patient weight capacity 135kg

•Hinged closing system

•Medium density foam, marine colour upholstery

•M1 fire retardant covering with antibacterial protection

•Aluminium frame and steel feet with light grey epoxy finish

MORE ABOUT THE 1170

COMFORT

•Comfortable upholstery - medium density foam

•Easy to use (Weight: 17.5kg)

•Specially designed for transportation (dimensions: suitcase 

open: 180 x 56 x 75cm - suitcase closed: 14 x 56 x 90cm)

HYGIENE

•Covering with antibacterial protection

•All the outer parts are accessible for cleaning

SAFETY

•Aluminium frame and steel feet with light grey epoxy finish

•M1 fire retardant covering

•Hinged closing system

•Patient weight capacity 135kg

ACCESSIBILITY

•Height when open 75cm

1170, THE FOLDING EXAMINATION TABLE ADAPTED TO YOUR ACTIVITY

EXAMINATION TABLE FOR VISITING DOCTORS

The suitcase examination table 1170 is an original creation from Promotal. Light and very easy to unfold, it is 

used by numerous home-visit doctors as an examination table. Easily transformable into a suitcase, it takes 

up very little space.

ADDITIONAL EXAMINATION TABLE FOR NURSES

To optimise space and costs, the foldable examination table is excellent value for money. Ideal for nurses, 

either in home care or companies and public establishments (schools, military bases...)

Pharmacy and orthopaedics note: the executive order of 30 December 1985 fixes the installation and 

equipment conditions, and the necessary skills for suppliers of small orthopaedic equipment in order to be 

approved by the health insurance organisations and the Ministry for Veterans and War Victims. To benefit 

from this approval, it specifies that the supplier’s premises must be equipped with an examination table. The 

Promotal 1170 folding examination is, therefore, particularly suitable for this use.

1170 PORTABLE FOLDING EXAM TABLE


